Soft-Stop Installation Instructions

SECTION A - Installing Soft-Stop to a new Flat Track kit

1. Position Soft-Stop mechanism along back side of the track with the catch towards the end of the track and in a downward position.

2. Attach Soft-Stop mechanism to track by inserting machine screws through Soft-Stop and back of track using the included Soft Stop mounting hardware.

3. Place the acorn nut over machine screw and securely fasten.

4. For the second Soft-Stop, place a strip of masking tape on the rail at the other end anywhere between two track mounting holes. Place the Soft-Stop mechanism on the rail and align the holes with the center line of the track. Mark these hole locations and drill a 3/16” hole for each of the mounting screws. Follow steps 1-3 again to secure the mechanism to the track.

5. Follow “Attaching the Hanger” & “Mounting the Track to the Wall” instructions found in the Flat Track installation manual. Then proceed to SECTION C -“Installing Anti-Jump Door Trigger”

SECTION B - Installing Soft Stop to Pre-Existing Flat Track

Removing your door from the track and removing the track from the wall is OPTIONAL for a soft close installation.

1. Remove anti-jump discs from top of door. Note: Your Soft-Stop system includes a new pair of Anti-jump safety devices and Soft Stop trigger for stop. Your previous ones can be discarded.

2. Select a mounting location for your soft close mechanism between 2 of the track mounting holes.

3. Cover track with masking tape to prevent damaging the track’s finish while drilling.

4. Hold the Soft-Stop mechanism against the track with the mounting holes along the center line with the track mounting holes. Mark the hole locations on the tape. Using a 3/16” drill bit, drill the mounting holes for the mechanism.

5. Follow steps 1-3 in SECTION A - Installing Soft-Stop to a new Flat Track kit.

6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 for remaining Soft-Stop.

SECTION C - Installing Anti-Jump Door Trigger

1. With your Soft-Stop mechanisms installed and your door on the track, roll the door to the closed position and mark location of the catch over the door.

2. From behind the track, place the trigger centered over your mark. Make sure the short side of the trigger is under the track and the tall side is just behind the track to engage the Soft-Stop.

3. Mount the Anti-Jump Door Trigger using the included mounting hardware.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for remaining Door Trigger.